Review of
North American T-28D Trojan
Developed by Ant’s Airplanes

The T-28 is a single engine, twin seated military trainer aircraft, built by North American
Aviation since the late 1940s. The aircraft features an old fashioned piston engine with a 3bladed propeller, and was primarily used by the United States Air Force and the United States
Navy.
The designation was T-28 and the nickname was Trojan – The aircraft was primarily used as a
trainer aircraft but was also very successful as a counter-insurgency aircraft during the Vietnam
War. Counter-Insurgence is also known as COIN.
The Trojan was quick on all control surfaces (ailerons, rudder, elevator) and the later models
were equipped with a powerful Wright series engine that provided a steep climb rate of 4,000
ft/min.

Specs:








Produced by North American Aviation
First flight September 1949
Introduction 1950
Status Retired 1994
Role Trainer Aircraft
Built 1,948
Primary users:
o United States Air Force
o United States Navy
o South Vietnamese Air Force
o French Air Force

I received this aircraft through FSPilotshop and the download and installation went as usual as
with other add-ons from there, quick, easy and completely without any issues. The file is not
that large – only about 110 Mb, so the download was completed within just a few minutes.

To do the installation I just activated the included installation wizard which took care of the
entire installation for me. All I had to do was to fill in the activation key-code and wait a few
seconds while the installation wizard did the installation.
After the wizard had completed I searched the FSX folders to verify that the installation was
done properly, and of course it was. I found the Trojan perfectly placed within the FSX
Airplanes folder.
I now opened up my FSX and went into my virtual hangar to check if everything was also
created correctly here, and also to see how many models and liveries that would be included. I
found the Trojan perfectly placed in the virtual hangar under the search criteria of Ant’s
Airplanes and included were in total 14 liveries for one model – well you could say that there
were 2 models since some of the liveries contained the aircraft with one pilot and some with two
pilots.
Included in this add-on is also a manual/guide/check list – this is in a PDF format and covers
information as e.g.:











Introduction to the T-28D
System requirements
Nice to know details
Description of knobs and switches
Explanation of flight dynamics, P-factor etc
Full exterior and interior check list
Aerobatic details
Performance charts
FAQs and much more

The manual is in total 57 pages and I would recommend reading or at least skimming it before
taking the Trojan out for the first flight. Not because the Trojan is a very complicated aircraft to
fly, but more because there are some very useful information described in the manual.
I started my test by taking a walk around the aircraft to view the external model. The model is
very well made and really looks very authentic. There are a lot of details on the model that
resembles the real Trojan as e.g. the old time piston engine which can be seen when viewing the
front of the aircraft.

The model is covered with good quality textures that are also very authentic – I searched the
web for various pictures of the real Trojan liveries, and the liveries that are created for this model
are very much a like with those that I found.
The model also features various animations which more or less are standard animations, but
they are created perfectly. There are external animations such as wheels rotating, nose wheel
steering, gear up/down, gear suspension, flaps, elevator, rudder, ailerons, propeller, canopy
open/close for both front and rear seat etc.

After viewing the external part of the model I now jumped into the cockpit. The Trojan is a twin
seated aircraft, so I was very curious to see if Ant’s Airplanes had also created the rear seat
cockpit – YES they have! Included in the virtual cockpit are both the front and the rear seat.
Please note that there is no 2D cockpit included in this model however the virtual cockpit(s) are
very well made, so I personally did not miss the 2D cockpit at all.
The virtual cockpits are very realistic and created with an eye for the details. They of course
feature clickable buttons and switches and the old fashioned analogue instrumentation which is
made very realistically. The textures used in the virtual cockpit are good quality textures, the
depth is really well made especially when viewing the entire virtual cockpit from the rear seat,
and the finish is perfect – clean and smooth edges etc.
Since the T-28 is a very old aircraft that has not been built since the late 1950s I would have
expected the virtual cockpits to reflect this, meaning that the virtual cockpits should look old
and used – they do look old due to e.g. the instrumentation etc, but they also do look brand-new
which I think is a small lack in detailing. Of course this could be a privately owned T-28 that
had received an internal styling which would explain this, but anyway, the virtual cockpits are
superb and really created a very unique atmosphere that gave me an exceptional experience
flying this old classic bird. I also noticed frost on the canopy when flying above cloud level –
superb detail.
The sound set is surprisingly good – actually I found it to be awesome and very realistic. A deep
roar from the engine and the unique “chik-chik” sound that is coming from the propellers when
throttling up to maximum – I think this sound is generated because the propeller tips are
coming close to the speed of sound – well this is what I have been told, but if that is true or not I
honestly cannot confirm.

I tested the sound set in both stereo, 2.1 and 7.1 surround sound and it worked perfectly with
every setting. When listening to the engine sound internally and then jumping to the outside of
the aircraft I found that the sound would change in Db – This is of course no problem to correct,
just change the FSX sound settings slider, but the Db difference was noticeable and I would
then have to correct the slider setting again when selecting a different aircraft.

Testing the flight dynamics was a very interesting test. The aircraft is really sensitive on all
control surfaces but especially in the ailerons, and with no autopilot the aircraft would indeed
demand the full focus from the pilot to be able to fly the Trojan properly. Practice makes perfect
and I quickly got the hang of it – cruising with the Trojan is a delight and controlling the aircraft
just demanded very tiny control corrections.
I discovered several flight characteristics with the Trojan as e.g. the powering up the engine for
the take-off roll would create a very powerful torque, hereby turning the aircraft to the left – this
I would compensate with either turning the nose wheel / rudder slightly to the right or if
necessary use the right wheel brake. I am quite sure this is actually very realistically and a very
nice detail.
I also tried out aerobatics and discovered that when flying inverted flight the aircraft would lose
rpms – this is probably also according to real life since several old aircrafts had this issue, but
continuing flying inverted flight would not mean an engine shutdown, just a flight with lower
rpms.
Changing the pitch angle would also have an impact on the rpms if done rapidly. E.g. if I was
flying with a 0-degree pitch and suddenly pushed the controls forward to a -30 degree pitch
angle, the engine would decrease in rpms – I have no idea if that is according to real life, but it
could be, since this would might have an impact on the fuel flow, but I cannot confirm this.

The next phase in my flight dynamic tests was to test the aircraft against the real Trojan specs in
regards to maximum IAS, stall at config 1 (gear up and flaps up) and stall at config 2 (gear down
and full flaps).
Flying the Trojan in a cruise with max engine power could not make the aircraft exceed
maximum IAS, so to do this I had to climb high and then make a dive to gain more airspeed. The
max IAS according to the real specs should be 350 knots which is also marked on the IAS
indicator – the overspeed warning came perfectly at 350 knots IAS, but it only came as an FSX
warning, meaning that the model did not provide this warning – excellent since the aircraft is
before the age of aircraft systems warnings.
I now set up the aircraft with a level cruise at 2,500’ with config 1, moved the throttle to idle and
raised the nose by 7,5 degrees. The aircraft stalled at 80 knot IAS – I have searched the web and I
am unable to find the exact stall speed specs for the Trojan, however I read an article of a pilot
trying out the real Trojan, and he mentioned that the final approach flight was 100 knots IAS, so
the 80 knots IAS as stall with config 1, could be very close to the reality.
I of course also tried out the stall speed at config 2 with the same set up. The aircraft now stalled
at 70 knots IAS, and again this could be quite close to reality but I cannot confirm it. However I
do like the fact that there was a difference from config 1 to config 2 which means that Ant’s
Airplanes has really put in a lot of effort to make the aircraft as realistic as possible. This was
just a small detail but it shows their devotion to this project.
During these stall speed tests I also noticed another detail, which was that the aircraft started
shaking when beginning to stall as in real life – hereafter dropping the nose and being difficult to
steer due to missing wind forces on the control surfaces. If I tried the stall during a turn the
aircraft would go directly into a spin – superb detail indeed! The spin was very realistic and the
way to recover was simply just to use the modified NACA spin recovery procedure as:








Reduce power to idle
Center the ailerons
Apply full opposite rudder
Nose down until confirmed IAS
Center the rudder
Pull out of the dive

This procedure can vary from aircraft to aircraft so I searched the web again to find the specific
procedure for the Trojan. I found an article written by Colonel Richard Corbett that was a test
pilot on the Trojan at Edwards Test Pilot School 1958. He wrote that the standard NACA

procedure, which didn’t include the “Nose down” part, did not work and the aircraft just kept
on spinning until he tried the NACA modified recovery procedure which included the “Nose
Down” part. This was also my experience flying the Ant’s Airplanes T-28 Trojan, so this I believe
is very accurate according to the real life Trojan.

Overall I found this aircraft by Ant’s Airplanes to be a very realistic add-on that really caught my
attention. This was the first aircraft from them that I have tried, and if this is their standard for
add-ons, then this is for sure not the last aircraft that I will try of theirs.
The aircraft features a superb and very realistic model that is covered in good quality textures
and have a great many animations and liveries. A double virtual cockpit with a great and very
realistic layout, superb depth, realistic instrumentation that is true to the era of the T-28, clean
finish, lots of animation and a superb cockpit atmosphere.
The sound set is good and the flight dynamics are very close to the real Trojan. It is very easy to
see that Ant’s Airplane has really put in a lot of effort to this add-on, and I find the aircraft to be
very authentic and it surely gave me an exceptional experience of flying this old classic bird.
I rate this aircraft with 4.5/5 stars and thank Ant’s Airplanes for their contribution to the
flightsim community with this excellent and beautiful old classic bird.

Rays Aviation

Please visit my Facebook page “Rays Aviation” to view the entire picture gallery of the T-28 Trojan

Variants in real life

XT-28

Prototype, 2 built

T-28A

US Air Force version with an 800 hp (597 kW) Wright R-1300-7 radial engine,
1,194 built

T-28B

US Navy version with 1,425 hp (1,063 kW) Wright R-1820-9 radial engine, 3blade propeller, belly mounted speed brake, 489 built

T-28C

US Navy version, a T-28B with shortened propeller blade and tail hook for carrier
landing training, 266 built

T-28D

Is also known as Nomad -T-28As converted for the counter insurgency (COIN)
role. Fitted with six underwing hardpoints. Total 393 converted - 321 by Pacific
Airmotive licensed by NAA, plus 72 by Fairchild Hiller
T-28 Nomad Mark I – Wright R-1820-565 engines 1300 hp
T-28 Nomad Mark II - Wright R-1820-76A 1425 hp

T-28

Is also known as Fennec - T-28As converted for the counter insurgency (COIN)
role. Fitted with six underwing hardpoints.Wright R-1820-76A 1425 hp. 148
modified by Sud-Aviation in France

AT-28D

T-28Ds used for attack training by the USAF

YAT-28E

Counter insurgency development of T-28D powered by 2,445 hp (1,823 kW)
Lycoming YT-55L-9 turboprop, and armed with two .50 in machine guns and up
to 6,000 lb (2,730 kg) of weapons on twelve underwing pylons. Three prototypes
converted by North American from T-28As, with first flying on 15 February 1963,
but project was canceled in 1965

T-28R-1

Is also known as Nomair - Ex-USAF T-28s refurbished for Brazilian Navy

T-28R-2

Is also known as Nomair - Ex-USAF T-28s converted into two or five-place
general aviation aircraft by Hamilton Aircraft Company with R-1820 engines

RT-28

Photo reconnaissance conversion for COIN use with Royal Lao Air Force.
Number of conversions unknown

Specifications (T-28D)

General characteristics









Crew: Two
Length: 33 ft 0 in (10.06 m)
Wingspan: 40 ft 1 in (12.22 m)
Height: 12 ft 8 in (3.86 m)
Wing area: 268 ft² (24.9 m²)
Empty weight: 6,424 lb (2,914 kg)
Max. takeoff weight: 8,500 lb (10,500 with combat stores) (3,856 kg)
Power plant: 1 × Wright R-1820-86 Cyclone radial engine, 1,425 hp (1,063 kW)

Performance




Maximum speed: 343 mph (552 km/h)
Service ceiling: 39,000 ft (10,820 m)
Rate of climb: 4,000 fpm (20.3 m/s)

